
• Comms Screening

• Creative Testing

• Comms Pre-Launch

• Comms Post-Launch

• Brand Health

Screen multiple needs or ideas 
to identify the most promising.
Success early in the communications development 
cycle gives you a better chance of developing 
messaging that chimes with market needs. However, 
consumer input isn't always gained due to budget and 
time constraints, with important decisions driven by an 
internal-only view.

With Harris Interactive's Comms Screening this is no 
longer an issue. You can quickly and cost effectively 
assess your new communication and creative ideas 
amongst your consumer audience and we'll highlight 
where you need to focus your effort and investment.  

You'll know which ideas/needs are 
worth further focus Choose from a simple standardised 

approach or a more flexible option

brand & comms development
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Supplement with Harris Pop Up Communities, or bespoke qual, 
to add in-depth inputs and insights 

Methodology
•  Online consumer survey
•  Up to 40 randomised ideas
•  Sequential monadic – 

respondents will see a 
selection

Optional KPI's
•  Other KPI's including distinctiveness, 

easy to understand, believability etc
•  Like and dislike open ends
•  Text Highlighter for liked/disliked words
•  Paired comparison for the winning 

preference

Standard KPI's
• Appeal
•  Relevance
•  Likeability
•  3 custom questions
•  3 custom statements

comms screening

FUTURE BRAND RELEVANCE
Size of bubble = strength of brand vitality
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Strong Compelling

Building Challenging

Ensure your brand is fit for the future 
and to fight competitive threats with  
this unique approach to brand health  
measurement 

For further information visit:  
www.harris-interactive.co.uk or call: +44 (0)20 8832 1600

Powered by the perfect fusion of 
expertise and technology.

As consumer expectations of brands evolve at 
pace and market disruption continues, a 
strong brand today does not automatically 
equate to future success. 

Hi brands™ by Harris Interactive looks beyond 
brand equity and past performance with added 
emphasis on the future relevance and vitality of 
your brand, including a sense of belonging and 
excitement.

Hi brands™ is highly actionable, providing a 
granular and diagnostic view of your brand 
and category competitors’ relative strengths, 
weaknesses and shifting positions over time; so 
you can take impactful decisions faster to 
ensure the future health of your brand and in-
market success.

THE PERFECT FUSION OF EXPERTISE & TECHNOLOGY

It offers brand managers and marketers a better 
perspective than traditional static measures. It can 
be used alongside or integrated with your existing 
brand tracker and it can be linked with category 
needs and brand perceptions to give a totally 
holistic view.
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Comms Screening
Your questions answered
How do we select the key 

communication and creative 
ideas to prioritise for further 

development and avoid 
wasting time and budget 

on those unlikely 
to succeed?

Creative 
Testing

Comms 
Screening

Comms
Post-Launch

Comms
Pre-Launch

•  150 minimum sample size per idea
•  Text and/or image stimulus
•  Same/next day launch
•  Deliverables within one week
•  Standard markets/languages




